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At the 50th anniversary of the OARC the Mayor at the time 

Freddy Drennan presented the club with a special award.

Paul WB9SUG was the president of the OARC at the time and 

here is a picture of Paul receiving that award.

Listening to the nets across all the bands lately
on the air has invoked both sadness as well as
smiles. Focusing on the smiles; I’ve heard; Talks
of the services Paul provided to the club;
President, EC, Ham Fest Chairman, happy stories
with the levity he exuded being told, distinctive
and memorable sayings being repeated,
memories of classes and lessons learned being
recited. I’ve seen pictures that show services
rendered, e-mails sent expressing that Paul will
be missed across the clubs of the area and
archives with pictures showing Paul being there.
In my (KE5QKR) short tenure as a HAM,
compared to Paul’s, I personally remember
benefitting from the traffic and radio classes
given, ham fests coordinated and meeting
attendances and notes from Paul. “SLOW
DOWN” – traffic classes “Large coffee pot 20
feet away in the kitchen. Life is good!” – on the
air and in QRZ

http://w5sla.net/Obits/WB9SUG%20Obituary-1.pdf



Throwback to 1967

The crew building the Alpha-Delta while talkin’ shop

Target acquired UP, UP! AND AWAY! Educational Activity
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Tele-Conferencing



1967 Field Day





https://www.mmsn.org/

http://14300.net/

https://www.mmsn.org/
http://14300.net/


https://www.weather.gov/lix/

https://www.weather.gov/lix/


Do you have a NWR 
Monitoring Station Setup?

https://www.weather.gov/nwr/
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Neighborly Happenings

Local 
Neighboring Nets



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ionosonde

Have you ever been listening to the HF bands and
heard something in the audio passband “sweeping” or
“chirping” by your QSO? Maybe you were just listening
and watching on your SDR or Flex radio and saw
something sweeping across the spectrum display?
Well, you might be looking at an Ionosonde! What is an
Ionosonde you ask?

An ionosonde, or chirpsounder, is a special radar for
the examination of the ionosphere. The basic
ionosonde technology was invented in 1925 by Gregory
Breit and Merle A. Tuve and further developed in the
late 1920s by a number of prominent physicists,
including Edward Victor Appleton. The term
ionosphere and hence, the etymology of its derivatives,
was proposed by Robert Watson-Watt.

A chirp transmitter is a shortwave radio transmitter
that sweeps the HF radio spectrum on a regular
schedule. If one is monitoring a specific frequency,
then a chirp is heard (in CW or SSB mode) when the
signal passes through. In addition to their use in
probing ionospheric properties, these transmitters are
also used for over-the-horizon radar systems.

…whhooooop… …chirp… …swwwoooooop…

Your QSO

…brrrrrrrrrrrup…

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ionosonde


CHECK IT OUT! 

Anyone have one of the new digital radio’s with GPS built in?  If so, 
check it out!  It may have a feature for GPS logging built into it.  In 
the case of the IC-51A+2 model from iCOM, you can easily take the 
files that it generates while logging and place them into Google 
Maps / Earth to plot your path and trips.   Also, the W5SLA 
repeaters with digital modes are also passing along the 
information that you select to be sent during your QSO’s as well.  
For instance on the 444.1 D-Star mode, it will send your location 
out via the DPRS – APRS API.  I really like how the display on the 
Yeasu FT2D will show you the distance and bearing to the stations 
that I am talking to on the Wires-X D-Warn Room C4FM Fusion 
setup.   I’ve even sent a rig along with some bike riders to track 
progress along the St. Tammany Trace.  

http://www.aprs-is.net/DPRS.aspx https://dwarn.org/index.html

http://www.aprs-is.net/DPRS.aspx
https://dwarn.org/index.html


Russian-Ukrainian "Radio War" Remains at a High Level

07/10/2020

The June newsletter of the International Amateur Radio Union Region 1 

Monitoring System (IARUMS) reports that what’s being called “the Russian-

Ukrainian radio war” continues apace.

“The Russian-Ukrainian radio war remained on a high escalation level also in 

June,” IARUMS Region 1 Coordinator Peter Jost, HB9CET, said. “Almost every 

day, we heard the massive spiteful and provocative broadcasts. In June, they 

used more frequencies than before, affecting our bands very hard. It is a great 

annoyance and a big shame!”

Jost points out that the IARU Monitoring System has little opportunity to stop the 

on-the-air conflict.

“Only national authorities can hopefully do something against international 

complaints,” Jost said. “It is very important and very helpful that many other 

[IARU] member-societies also observe these frequencies and make complaints to 

their regulators. We have to coordinate this well within IARU and act together. 

This is the only way we have a certain power.”

In May, Jost reported that the radio war has raged “for years” at 7055 kHz LSB 

(as well as on 7050 or 7060 kHz).

Jost also reported continued daily transmissions from the Russian over-the-

horizon radar known as “Contayner” in the 40- and 20-meter amateur bands and 

elsewhere. The Chinese “V” has been reported on 20 meters, from 14,246 to 

14,256 kHz.

http://www.arrl.org/news/russian-ukrainian-radio-war-
remains-at-a-high-level

https://www.iaru-r1.org/spectrum/monitoring-system/iarums-r1-newsletters/
https://www.iaru-r1.org/spectrum/monitoring-system/iarums-r1-newsletters/
http://www.arrl.org/news/russian-ukrainian-radio-war-remains-at-a-high-level


N1UL - Dr. Ulrich Rohde

There are a few famous hams in our ranks and this week I had the pleasure of speaking with Dr. Ulrich Rohde, one of the founders of Rohde & 
Swartz, one of the world's foremost test and measurement equipment companies. Dr. Rohde was one of the pioneers of SDR and quoted from 
the DL35SDR page:

Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Ulrich L. Rohde, DJ2LR / N1UL was the first to describe possibilities and perspectives of SDR in a congress lecture at the 
"Third International Conference on HF Communication Systems and Techniques" in London in February 1985 (classified).
There are a few famous hams in our ranks and this week I had the pleasure of speaking with Dr. Ulrich Rohde, one of the founders of Rohde & 
Swartz, one of the world's foremost test and measurement equipment companies. Dr. Rohde was one of the pioneers of SDR and quoted from the 
DL35SDR page:

Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Ulrich L. Rohde, DJ2LR / N1UL was the first to describe possibilities and perspectives of SDR in a congress lecture at the 
"Third International Conference on HF Communication Systems and Techniques" in London in February 1985 (classified).

DJ2LR / N1UL, member of DARC Amateur Radio Club Munich South (C18) is recognized as one of the pioneers of SDR technology 35 years ago. 
In the 1970s DJ2LR was head of military equipment development at AEG/Telefunken in Ulm, where he was responsible for the construction of 
the AEG 6861 Manpack.

We're excited to have received three excellent technical papers from Dr. Rohde, which he enthusiastically for wide distribution on QRZ. We're 
honored to have him as a QRZ member and proud to serve these pages in support of his longtime service to all.

There are three papers. They are all in PDF format, attached to this article. They include:

Test and Measurement for Radio Communication Equipment
The Rebirth of HF
Using small antenna for portable operations

We hope you enjoy these great references from Dr. Rohde.

73, -fred AA7BQ

https://forums.qrz.com/index.php?threads/great-technical-references-from-n1ul-dr-ulrich-rohde.714580/

https://www.qrz.com/db/dl35sdr
http://www.qrz.com/db/n1ul
https://forums.qrz.com/index.php?threads/great-technical-references-from-n1ul-dr-ulrich-rohde.714580/
https://forums.qrz.com/index.php?threads/great-technical-references-from-n1ul-dr-ulrich-rohde.714580/
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Usually Connected 
to D-Warn Wires-X 
Room on C4FM

Usually Connected 
to DMR 
Brandmeister 
Louisiana Statewide 
TalkGroup 3122

Usually Connected 
to DSTAR Reflector

REF048B
Louisiana Statewide

Several Services Available “VIA” W5sla-4 (SIL); 
i.e. Mailboxes, Nodes, BBS,  Winlink, Beacons



Meeting Highlights



A look at what’s being weather 
enthusiasts' recordings and WX 

efforts “For The Record”

https://aprs.fi/#!lat=30.29440&ln
g=-89.81500

https://aprs.fi/#!lat=30.29440&lng=-89.81500




https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQSWyVG_9W0&t=13s


From the minds of KG5NXY and KG5OFK
Space Weather Detection, Terrestrial Weather detection 

and more out of this worldly type detections…
With the Raspberry Pi and the cloud and the clouds

https://hamsci.org/

https://www.bloomsky.com/

https://shop.pimoroni.com/

https://hamsci.org/
https://www.bloomsky.com/
https://shop.pimoroni.com/


“The RMS Titanic is poised to make his-
tory again, but a summer expedition

planned to the famous “unsinkable” vessel may be 
blocked by the U.S. government and international 
salvage protections agreements, according to 
recent reports.

Citing years of structural deterioration at the 108-
year-old wreck, Georgia-based RMS Titanic, Inc. 
has issued a challenge to an order by the U.S. 
District Court of Eastern Virginia inhibiting its
recovery of a key artifact: the Marconi
radio in the ship’s wireless suite. The most 
advanced technology of the Ed-wardian era, the 
radio issued the vessel’s last distress calls before 
the ship collided with an iceberg in April 1912. 
Ultimate-ly, the disaster claimed more than 1,500
lives, but the radio proved instrumental in saving 
more than 700 other passengers and 
crewmembers…”https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?tab=rm&ogbl#inbox/FMfcgxwJWrTpllHBVHrkgNsdhVHxCRxM
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https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?tab=rm&ogbl#inbox/FMfcgxwJWrTpllHBVHrkgNsdhVHxCRxM
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http://www.arrl.org/files/file/DXCC/Eth-operating-EN-ARRL-CORR-JAN-2011.pdf

http://www.w5sla.net/news.htm
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http://www.arrl.org/files/file/DXCC/Eth-operating-EN-ARRL-CORR-JAN-2011.pdf

